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Aurora Multimedia Launches New IPBaseT™ Technology

With a view to combining their 
expertise in IP distribution 
and AV technologies, Aurora 

Multimedia has launched the IPX product 
group that incorporates their proprietary 
IPBaseT™ technology.  The reception by 
the Pro AV community has been swift, 
already garnering Aurora several major 
industry awards, including Best of Show 
Awards at both InfoComm 2015 and 
ISE 2015 for the IPX-TC1 A/V Streaming 
Transceiver.
 
Aurora’s IPBaseT™ technology is 
the market’s first 4K2K fiber-optic 
transceiver with zero compression and 
latency. It also synergizes a wide range 
of IP/AV technologies, combining 4K 
uncompressed video with zero-latency 
seamless switching, video wall and 
multi-viewer modes, digital audio, USB 
2.0, Ethernet and control.  The new line 
of IPX products are ideal for 4K2K AV 
distribution over IP.

The vision behind the IPBaseT™ 
technology derives from Aurora’s 
long history in the development 
of IP-based control systems, AV 
routing, video wall processing and 
advanced video distribution solutions.  
IPBaseT™ combines and integrates the 
functionality of an AV switcher, video 
extender, control system, video wall 
processor and an audio/DSP converter 

into a single box distribution platform 
utilizing the bandwidth of a standard 
10G copper or fiber network to support 
a large, seamless UHD video and audio 
matrix.  

The IPX-TC1 Transceiver can be 
configured as a transmitter or a receiver, 
so inventory control and in-field servicing 
is greatly enhanced.  The Transceiver 
further facilitates installations by providing 
network-selectable HDMI inputs (2) 
and outputs, RS-232 connectivity and 
IR selection available for either copper 
10G or fiber SFP+ port for single or 
multiport fiber transmission.  The product 
is also equipped with an optional slot 
to add IP capabilities such as USB 2.0 
over IP for KVM and/or high-speed data 
transfer, in addition to Dante® audio 
for easy integration within audio DSP 
infrastructures. The IPX product range 
consists of both rack-mountable and wall-
plate mountable 10G fiber or 10G copper 
network models.

Scalability is only limited by the 
infrastructure of the network.  A 
10/100/1000 Mbps PoE LAN port 
eliminates the need for a separate cable 
run of the local network.  10G RG-45 and 
48 volt DC ports are also PoE capable.  
For the fiber version of the IPX, the 48 
vDC can be used with a PoE switch as a 
power source to deliver remote power 
with the fiber cable.

As far as flexibility, utilizing any 10G 
Network Ethernet Switch, any port 
on the switch can be used as an input 
or output to create an array of matrix 
options.  For example, a 24 port switch 
could be configured as a 1 x 23, 23 x 
1, 12 x12, 3 x 21, etc.  Additionally, 
when configured as a transmitter, the 2 
HDMI input ports can be routed to the 
HDMI output for local viewing and/or to 
be streamed over the network.  When 
configured as a receiver, the IPX’s HDMI 
input ports or one of the IP streams can 
be routed to the HDMI output.  

The IPX can be controlled via PC, 
integrated web server or a 3rd party 
control system.  The IPX-TC1’s integrated 
IP control allows for custom web pages 
to be loaded for remote control from 
any device with a web browser.  The 
RS-232 and IR control ports are not just 
pass-through but integrated into the IP 
control for use by the served up web 
pages or 3rd party control.  Another 
industry first for control is channel 
mapping.  Each IPX unit configured as 
a transmitter can be mapped the same 
as a TV channel (1, 2, 3, etc.)  The unit’s 
HDMI inputs are assigned numbers in 
the tenths (Input 1 = .1, Input 2 = .2).  
At any of the IPX units configured as 
a receiver, a remote that looks similar 
to a TV remote can be used to change 
channels just like a TV set (Channels 1.1, 
1.2, 2.1, 2.2, etc.).  For an end user, the 
system becomes just as easy and familiar 
as changing a channel on a TV, but in 
actuality they are changing a matrix 
across a facility.

Finally, the IPX products can seamlessly 
switch between resolutions/refresh 
rates and do 4K video wall modes of 
operation.  With built-in scalability 
and flexibility, along with simplifying 
inventory control and in-field servicing, 
it’s easy to see why the new Aurora 
IPBaseT™ technology and IPX products 
have gathered so much praise.
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